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A prospect with aPardot score over 100 can view and opt out of a list on the Pardot Email
Preference Center. The following month, the prospect's score falls below 100, so they are
removed from the list and can no longer view that list on the Email Preference Center.

 
Whichtwo characteristics must be true of that list?

 
Choose 2 answers

 
A. It is a Static List 
B. It is a Dynamic List 
C. It is a CRM Visible List 
D. It is a Public List 

 
Answer: A,C

 

 

Which two considerations must be made when creating a repeating automation rule?

 
Choose 2 answers

 
A. Setting how many prospects are allowed to match the repeating automation rule 
B. Setting a date for when prospects can no longer match therepeating automation rule 
C. Setting how many days must pass before a prospect can match the repeating
automation rule 
D. Setting the number of times a prospect can match the repeating automation rule 

 
Answer: C

 

 

How can a visitor convert to a prospect?

 
A. Viewing an embedded form 
B. Visiting a tracked website 
C. Submitting a form on a landing page 
D. Receiving a marketing email 

 
Answer: C
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A Pardot administrator wants to ensure that only a prospects company email address with
the format of‘’name@companyname.com" is captured on their form.

 
Which data format is recommended for the email field?

 
A. Text 
B. Email with valid server 
C. Emails not from ISPs and free email providers 
D. Email 

 
Answer: C

 

 

Arrange the steps to Access a Prospect Record:

 
A. Select Prospect 
B. Mouseover Prospects 
C. Click Prospect List 
D. A B C 
E. A C B 
F. B C A 
G. C A B 

 
Answer: C

 

 

Where on a prospect record should an administrator look to help determine the reason a
prospect is unmailable?

 
A. Lifecycle and Profile 
B. Activities and Audits 
C. Activities and Lifecycle 
D. Profile and Audits 

 
Answer: A
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Question No : 5

Question No : 6
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A form is used to capture prospect data for a yearly conference. The form needs to add
prospects to a list after thesubmit, but it should not retroactively apply actions to prospects
that have already filled out the form.

 
What automation tool would effectively achieve this goal?

 
A. Use a segmentation rule to add prospects to a list 
B. Use a dynamic list to add prospectsto a list 
C. Use a completion action to add prospects to a list 
D. Use an automation rule to add prospects to a list 

 
Answer: C

 

 

Which threeactivities can be used to trigger an increase or decrease in a prospect’s score?
(Choose three answers.)

 
 
A. Unsubscribing from an email 
B. Printing an email 
C. Clicking a link in an email 
D. Opening an email 
E. Forwarding an email 

 
Answer: A,C,D

 

 

Opportunities in Salesforce must be tied to a Contact syncing with Pardot for them the
opportunity to be created in Pardot.

 
A. True 
B. False 

 
Answer: A

 

 

Question No : 7

Question No : 8

Question No : 9

Question No : 10
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Which three userrole security limits can be added to an individual user account? (Choose
three answers.)
 
 
A. Max number of emails the user can send. 
B. Max number of prospects the user can manually delete. 
C. Max number of records a user can import. 
D. Max number of prospects the user can manually create. 
E. Max number of prospects the user can export. 
 
Answer: A,C,E

 

 

Completion Actions are retroactive.
 
A. True 
B. False 
 
Answer: B

 

 

How could a visitor convert to a prospect?
 
A. Download an eBook 
B. Open a Pardot email 
C. Submit a Pardot form 
D. Watch avideo hosted in Wistia 
 
Answer: C

 

 

What feature In Salesforce can be enabled to show landing page engagement data on a
Salesforce Campaign page layout?
 
A. Advanced Dynamic Content 
B. Pardot Activities Visualforce page 
C. Engagement History 

Question No : 11

Question No : 12

Question No : 13
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D. B2B Marketing Analytics 
 
Answer: C

 

 

A marketer has 4,000 totalprospects in their account:
 
• 3,000 of which are opted in
 
• 500 of which are opted out
 
• 500 of which are in the Recycle Bin
 
What would be their Mailable Database usage?
 
A. 3,000 
B. 2,500 
C. 4,000 
D. 3,500 
 
Answer: A

 

 

LenoxSoft has an engagement studio program within a recipient list and a suppression list.
A prospect is a member of both the recipient list and the suppression list.

 
In which scenario would a prospect be able to receive the emails in the program?

 
A. The prospect is marked as optad out. 
B. The prospect is removed from the recipient list 
C. The prospect isremoved from the suppression list 
D. The prospect is removed from both the suppression list and the recipient list. 

 
Answer: C

 

 

An administrator includes a link to a file on a web page that the company does notown on

Question No : 14

Question No : 15
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the company website.
 
How should they track the number of visitors who access this file?
 
A. Page actions 
B. Pardot form 
C. Custom redirects 
D. Pardot tracking code 
 
Answer: C

 

 

Why is a reCAPTCHA displayed when I did not choose to display it?
 
 
A. At form submission Pardot pings a database of known spammers andwhen a match is
found automatically displays a reCAPTCHA. 
B. At form submission Pardot pings a database of known prospects and when a match is
found automatically displays a reCAPTCHA. 
 
Answer: A

 

 

A visitor clicks on a custom redirect with an action of adding a tag. The visitor them fills out
a form and becomes a prospect. The form has a completion action to add the prospect to a
list.
 
 
Which three things will happento the prospect? (Choose three answers.)
 
 
A. The prospect activities will show that the form was successfully completed. 
B. The prospect will be added to the list. 
C. The prospect activities will show that the custom redirect was clicked. 
D. The prospectwill be tagged. 
E. The newly converted prospect will NOT be affected because it was their first submission. 
 
Answer: A,B,D

 

 

Question No : 17

Question No : 18
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Which of the following can "unmatch"prospects?

 
A. Automation Rules 
B. Dynamic Lists 
C. Segmentation Rules 

 
Answer: B

 

 

Newfeature alerts can be found at the top of the dashboard.

 
 
A. True 
B. False 

 
Answer: A

 

 

What factors are involved with and determine email deliverability?

 
(Choose 2)

 
 
A. Sender Policy Framework(SPF) 
B. Domain Keys 
C. Sender ID 
D. Whitelist 
E. CAN-SPAM 

 
Answer: A,B

 

 

How can an admin find the number of mailable prospects in their database?

 
A. View all Segmentation lists 

Question No : 19

Question No : 20
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Question No : 22
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B. Navigate to the prospect list and select "Mailable Prospects" 
C. View the sync queue 
D. Navigate to the overview section 
 
Answer: B

 

 

A Pardot administrator has pre-existing HTML that theywant to use to build their landing
page in Pardot. Which asset should be applied during the creation of the Pardot landing
page to accomplish that goal?
 
A. Dynamic content 
B. Custom redirect 
C. Layout template 
D. Stock template 
 
Answer: C

 

 

What should be enabled on a Pardot form if an Administrator wants to sign many people up
on the same computer at a trade show booth?

 
 
A. reCAPTCHA 
B. Kiosk/Data Entry Mode 
C. Progressive Profiling 
D. “Not you”? Link 
 
Answer: B

 

 

Lenoxsoft is interested in folding up with IT professional that are actively engine with their
marking materials.
 
A. The Grade as it includes personal information about the prospect. 
B. The Profile as It reflects LenoxSoft's ideal customer. 
C. The Campaign as it references the prospect's first touch point. 

Question No : 23

Question No : 24

Question No : 25
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D. The Score as itshows activities taken by the prospect. 
 
Answer: D

 

 

When an opportunity is created in Pardot from the sync with Salesforce, what campaign is
set on the opportunity?
 
 
A. The last campaign of the last contact associated with the opportunity 
B. The first campaign of the first contact associated with the opportunity 
C. The first campaign of the last contact associated with the opportunity 
D. The last campaign of the first contact associated to the opportunity. 
 
Answer: B

 

 

What is a good bounce rate?
 
A. Less than 5% 
B. More than 20% 
C. Less than 10% 
D. More than 10% 
 
Answer: C

 

 

A user wanes to use page actions to notify a specific user when a prospect visits an entire
section of their website. This section contains three URLs:
 
• https://www.tenoxsoft.eom/products/A
 
• haps://www.tenoxsoft.con-i/products/B
 
• https://www.lenoxsoft.eom/pfodocts/C
 
What is the recommended way for the user to accomplish this?

Question No : 26

Question No : 27

Question No : 28
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A. Create one page action with comma-separated URLs. 
B. Set the page action URL as https://www.lenoxsoft.com/products/B 
C. Create three separate page actions, one for each URL. 
D. Set the page as a priority page in Pardot. 
 
Answer: B

 

 

On which two types of domains does Pardot set cookies? (Choose two answers.)
 
 
A. Pardot domains 
B. Tracker domains 
C. Mobile domains 
D. Social media domains 
 

Answer: A,B

Explanation:
https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=pardot_basics_cookies.htm&type=5 

 

 

 

 

By default (using business accounts) Pardot creates new records as:
 
A. Leads 
B. Contacts 
 
Answer: A

 

 

What is required for a record in salesforce to be synced orcreated as a prospect record in
Pardot?
 
A. Name 
B. Company 

Question No : 29

Question No : 30

Question No : 31
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C. Phone 
D. Email address 
 
Answer: D

 

 

A marketer receives a request to permanently delete a prospect from Pardot.
 
How does the marketer satisfy this request?
 
A. The marketer archives the prospect, but cannot permanently delete their data. 
B. The marketer deletes the prospect in Salesforce, which then permanently deletes the
prospect in Pardot. 
C. The marketer goes to the prospect record and chooses the "Permanently Delete'' menu
option. 
D. The marketer archives the prospect and then selects "Permanently Delete" from the
recycle bin. 
 
Answer: D

 

 

What are the daily system generated emails?
 
 
A. Daily prospect activity emails (for all prospects) 
B. Daily prospect activity emails (for my prospects) 
C. Daily visitor activity emails 
D. Prospectassignment notification 
E. Daily prospect assignment emails 
F. Weekly search marketing email (sent on Mondays) 
G. Starred prospect activity alerts 
 
Answer: A,B,C,E

 

 

What information can you find about your competitors in Pardot?
 

Question No : 32

Question No : 33

Question No : 34
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A. Alexa rank 
B. BBB score 
C. News article mentions 
D. Number of inbound links 
E. Number of indexed pages 
 
Answer: A,D,E

 

 

A user wants to send an email to a prospect when a form is submitted and a specific field
valueis selected on that form.
 
What automation tool could they use to accomplish this?
 
A. A completion action on the form submission 
B. A dynamic list used to send list emails using the email template 
C. An automation rule with a Match All match type 
D. Anautomation rule with a Match Any match type 
 
Answer: C

 

 

A marketing user wants prospects to be added to a list when they click on a link in a list
email. Where would this action be added in order to add the prospect to the specific list?
 
A. On the 'Sending' tab of the email template 
B. On the Testing' tab of the email template 
C. On the Testing' tab of the list email 
D. On the 'Sending' tab of the 1st email 
 
Answer: D

 

 

What could cause standard sync actions fromoccurring?
 
A. A large sync queue 
B. Connector is not verified or has become unverified 

Question No : 35

Question No : 36

Question No : 37
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C. Salesforce API limit has been reached 
D. All of the above 
 
Answer: D

 

 

LenoxSoft’s Marketing Manager notices that clicks on the email
linkwww.lenoxsoft.comaren’t being counted in the list email report.
 
Based on this link’s format, why wouldn’t it have been re-written for tracking?
 
A. The link should start with http or https to be automatically re-written. 
B. The link should contain a wildcard to be automatically re-written. 
C. The link should point to go.pardot com to be automatically re-written. 
D. The link should be populated with variable tags to be automatically re-written 
 
Answer: A

 

 

Form or Form Handler? I need to maintain my current lead flow.
 
A. Form 
B. Form Handler 
 
Answer: B

 

 

A user is experiencing errors when trying to save their email.
 
What three items should they check for in order to successfully save their email draft?
Choose 3 answers
 
A. The email contains a text version 
B. The email contains at least one variable tag 
C. The email uses dynamic content 
D. The email designates a general or specific sender 
E. The email contains an unsubscribe link 
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